Optimized protocol for immunostaining of experimental GFP-expressing and human hearts.
Morphological and histochemical analysis of the heart is fundamental for the understanding of cardiac physiology and pathology. The accurate detection of different myocardial cell populations, as well as the high-resolution imaging of protein expression and distribution, within the diverse intracellular compartments, is essential for basic research on disease mechanisms and for the translatability of the results to human pathophysiology. While enormous progress has been made on the imaging hardware and methods and on biotechnological tools [e.g., use of green fluorescent protein (GFP), viral-mediated gene transduction] to investigate heart cell structure and function, most of the protocols to prepare heart tissue samples for analysis have remained almost identical for decades. We here provide a detailed description of a novel protocol of heart processing, tailored to the simultaneous detection of tissue morphology, immunofluorescence markers and native emission of fluorescent proteins (i.e., GFP). We compared a variety of procedures of fixation, antigen unmasking and tissue permeabilization, to identify the best combination for preservation of myocardial morphology and native GFP fluorescence, while simultaneously allowing detection of antibody staining toward sarcomeric, membrane, cytosolic and nuclear markers. Furthermore, with minimal variations, we implemented such protocol for the study of human heart samples, including those already fixed and stored with conventional procedures, in tissue archives or bio-banks. In conclusion, a procedure is here presented for the laboratory investigation of the heart, in both rodents and humans, which accrues from the same tissue section information that would normally require the time-consuming and tissue-wasting observation of multiple serial sections.